A holistic sustainability overview of hemp as building and highway construction materials
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ABSTRACT

The construction sector, responsible for over one-third of global carbon emissions, is increasingly focusing on hemp-based construction materials to alleviate the environmental impact in the built environment; however, the lack of information and streamlined processes hinder widespread adoption. By conducting a comprehensive review of state-of-the-art research, this study explores the vast potential of hemp-based materials across the built environment, encompassing building and transportation applications. In this study, the material properties and application of hemp lime concrete for buildings, along with hemp fibre in asphalt for highways, are discussed, and crucial research gaps and technical challenges are identified. Employing a holistic sustainability approach, the material evaluation considers economic, social, and environmental factors. Notable hemp construction projects are presented as case studies, emphasizing their environmental carbon credentials. Furthermore, techno-economic challenges are scrutinised, and effective solutions are proposed. Beyond its role as a wall material, hempcrete’s significant application as building insulation material is highlighted due to its exceptional hygrothermal properties. The material also shows promise in enhancing asphalt mix for pavement construction. Evidence from life cycle analysis supports the claim that hempcrete can be considered a carbon-negative material. Moreover, the findings indicate that the hempcrete industry has the potential to yield various macroeconomic and socio-economic advantages, including job creation, enhancing energy access, alleviating cost of energy, and improved societal health and well-being.

1. Introduction and background

Climate change, a profound long-term shift in global or regional climate patterns, is reshaping the world as we know it. While the Earth’s climate has undergone fluctuations throughout history, the current warming trend is unparalleled in its speed and is primarily driven by human activities. The construction sector, which encompasses a wide spectrum of activities, holds a significant responsibility in the global greenhouse gas emissions [1,2]. The 2022 Global Status Report for Buildings and Construction states that the construction sector is responsible for 36% of final energy use and 39% of energy and process-related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions globally [3]. Which is validated by the Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction and the World Green Building Council (WGBC), making it the third-largest emitter after energy and transportation [2]. The environmental impact can, in part, be attributed to the energy-intensive production of construction materials such as cement, steel, and aluminium. Among these, cement manufacturing stands out as a primary contributor to carbon emissions within the industry [4–6], emitting roughly one tonne of CO2 for every tonne of ordinary Portland cement produced [7].

The effects of climate change are being felt worldwide, with global temperatures having surged by approximately 1 °C since the pre-industrial era (1850–1900) and are projected to increase by 2.1–3.5 °C by the end of the century under a business-as-usual scenario [8]. The 2015 Paris Agreement, formed under the UNFCCC, seeks to cap global warming below 2 °C, with a more ambitious goal of 1.5 °C. Signatory nations have submitted their Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs), outlining tailored strategies to cut greenhouse gas emissions, including CO2. At COP26 in 2021, over 110 countries committed to achieving net-zero emissions by 2050. These pledges vary, with some legally binding and others voluntary. Ambition levels differ, illustrated by the UK’s aim for a 78% emissions reduction by 2035 and complete carbon neutrality by 2050 [9], contrasting with Denmark’s target of a 70% reduction by 2030 en route to net-zero emissions [10].
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Buildings emit carbon not only during their operational phase (heating, cooling, lighting, and other energy-intensive activities) but also through the entire lifecycle, including the extraction, transportation, manufacturing, installation, maintenance, and disposal of materials, a factor known as ‘embodied carbon.’ This component is gaining importance and can contribute up to 50% of a building’s total emissions [11]. Consequently, there is a growing emphasis on sustainable construction methods, energy-efficient designs, the use of low-carbon materials, and renewable energy sources to mitigate these emissions. In this context, bio-based materials are emerging as a promising avenue for minimising both operational and embodied carbon emissions while also reducing the depletion of non-renewable resources [3–12]. Among various fibrous crops suitable for bio-based materials, industrial hemp stands out. It boasts rapid growth, resilience to diverse climates, and exceptional thermal, hygric, and acoustic insulation properties [12].

Lime-Hemp Concrete (LHC), commonly known as Hempcrete, has emerged as an eco-friendly material in the construction industry [12]. The key components of this eco-friendly material are hemp shives (the inner woody fibres of the hemp plant), lime (usually in the form of lime binder or hydrated lime), and water. Hemp shives possess low thermal conductivity and are lightweight, making them effective thermal insulators owing to their high porosity [13]. Moreover, monolithic wall construction with hemp-lime not only offers air tightness but also improves air quality due to the wall’s hygroscopic properties [14]. Another significant reason hempcrete is increasingly popular and used as an alternative construction material is its ability to absorb CO₂, primarily through a process called carbon sequestration [15,16]. Hemp plants and shives absorb CO₂ from the atmosphere as they grow, converting it into carbon through photosynthesis [16,17]. When these shives are used as the aggregate in hempcrete, this carbon remains stored within the material. Additionally, lime, mixed with water to create a binder in hempcrete, undergoes carbonation, gradually absorbing CO₂ from the air and converting it into calcium carbonate [14]. This process further locks carbon within the material. Consequently, hempcrete not only has a low carbon footprint due to sustainable hemp growth but also actively captures and stores additional carbon throughout its lifecycle [16–18].

The growing emphasis by governments on adopting environmentally friendly practices is not confined to building construction but extends to roads and infrastructure sectors [19,20]. Another challenge facing this expanding sector is maintaining the resilience of existing road networks amidst severe environmental conditions and extreme weather events brought on by climate change [21,22], all while operating with limited financial resources. To grasp the scale of this challenge, consider the UK as an example: the local road network in England and Wales is contending with a backlog of carriageway repairs estimated at £14 billion, reported in the 2023 Annual Local Authority Road Maintenance (ALARM) survey [23]. This figure has increased by approximately £4 billion since 2022 due to a decrease in the average carriageway maintenance budget.

A key method to achieve carbon reduction targets and bolster road resilience is through innovative materials. This involves creating and using durable materials and nature-based solutions, cutting costs, and enhancing long-term performance while sequestering carbon in infrastructure. Fortunately, there is room for making transformative changes in the asphalt pavement industry today to meet its sustainable goals. Examples of such transformative changes include alterations in highway work specifications and legislations to permit use of greener mixtures that require less energy during production and layout (e.g., warm and cold asphalt mixtures), or those that provide surface water attenuation and reduce noise pollution (e.g., porous asphalt) [24]. However, these innovative solutions come with their own set of issues, they are more prone to permanent deformations and have a shorter life span compared to hot mix asphalt roads or dense-graded mixtures. To address these issues and expand the applicability of such mixtures on a broader scale, the use of natural fibres, such as hemp, holds promise as they can potentially increase the mechanical performance of asphalt mixtures while also serving as carbon sink material.

In addition to the technical aspects, it is crucial to incorporate economic factors into the development of hemp-constructed infrastructure. These factors are fundamentally influenced by numerous elements of supply and demand sides, impacting investment decision making. The supply side of hemp-constructed products consists of economic factors that increase the capacity of production by ensuring that hemp production fibre provides a reasonable incremental rate of return for investors in various stages of the supply chain, spanning from hemp farming and hempcrete block production to construction of buildings [25]. On the demand side of developing sustainable construction materials, the affordability of hemp-constructed buildings for occupants, whether buyers or tenants, is a key consideration. From the occupant’s standpoint, the benefits of a hemp-constructed building, particularly in terms of energy savings, must outweigh its initial cost [26]. Furthermore, hempcrete can potentially offer a wider socioeconomic benefit which should be identified and incorporated into the decision-making process. These benefits, which are primarily related to sustainability, could not be fully captured by the market, a situation referred to ‘market failure’. Particularly, hempcrete development could enhance energy efficiency of building contributes to improving energy access and fostering societal health and well-being. Creating employment across the supply chain is another socioeconomic benefit of hempcrete which can empower local economy and contribute to macroeconomy.

2. Research scope and methodology

2.1. Research motivation and scope

The global status report for buildings and construction published by UNEP in 2022 [3] indicates that the decarbonisation and sustainability transition of the built environment is “not on track,” with building operational emissions surpassing the 2019 peak. The concurrent economic, energy, security, and climate crises pose a significant challenge to the necessary progress for decarbonisation and resilience improvement in the global buildings and construction sector. In response to this concern, the authors of this article, who come from multidisciplinary backgrounds, adopt a holistic approach, delving into both the engineering and economic aspects of bio-based alternative construction material, hemp fibre.

While there are only a few existing review papers on the performance of hempcrete [27–30], none of them considers the entire built infrastructure (both building and transportation) or discusses the holistic sustainability (economic, social, and environmental) and challenges faced by the hemp industry. To comprehensively address these research gaps, specific research objectives have been outlined.

The first objective involves conducting an in-depth analysis, providing a detailed exploration of hemp fibre characteristics and its suitability as a construction material in building and highway applications. The mechanical and energy performance of hemp lime concrete is thoroughly discussed, presenting its applicability as a sustainable building construction material to enhance confidence among designers and home builders. The focus on asphalt within the highway engineering context stems from its widespread usage and sustainable aspects, being the surfacing material for over 95% of all UK roads [31]. This paper sheds light on incorporating hemp fibre as a reinforcement material in asphalt mixtures for road production and maintenance, discussing recent advancements in utilising hemp in the UK construction industry along with a few case studies.

Advancing to the next objective, the second aim of this study is to assess the overall sustainability of hemp-based construction materials within the industry. This evaluation encompasses a thorough analysis of environmental, macroeconomic, and socioeconomic impacts. In addition to scrutinising the environmental impact in terms of carbon credentials, this paper explores the effects of hempcrete on gross domestic
product (GDP) and energy security, identifying them as primary macroeconomic impacts. Furthermore, it delves into socioeconomic impacts such as climate mitigation, energy conservation, and the generation of employment opportunities.

Lastly, the third objective is to identify existing research gaps while addressing the techno-economic challenges of this bio-based material. By systematically reviewing the hemp industry, this paper highlights its potential to boost sustainability in construction. Offering insights and pinpointing areas for improvement, it contributes to advancing sustainable practices in the construction sector and the built environment overall.

This comprehensive literature review paper serves to educate engineers, builders, entrepreneurs, industry leaders, and policymakers about the potential of hemp fibre in building and highway construction, presenting it as an alternative bio-construction material to reduce the carbon footprint and explore its economic sustainability. The paper aligns with three sustainable development goals of the United Nations [32]: Goal 9, to build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation, and foster innovation; Goal 11, to make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable; and Goal 12, to ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns.

2.2. Research methodology

This research, employing a thorough desk-based methodology, encompasses a diverse range of sources. The primary objective is to succinctly compile and synthesise findings from existing research regarding the potential and challenges associated with hemp fibres in the built infrastructure, aligning with the objectives outlined in section 2.1. Our search specifically targeted articles published in English. Various combinations of terms, such as ‘industrial hemp,’ ‘hempcrete,’ ‘hemp concrete,’ ‘hemp-lime,’ ‘hemp fibre-reinforcement,’ ‘asphalt pavement,’ ‘natural fibres,’ ‘asphalt mixes,’ ‘fibre-modified binder,’ ‘bioenergy,’ ‘energy economics,’ ‘macroeconomy,’ and ‘financing model,’ were employed during the search process.

Fig. 1 displays the yearly count of relevant published articles found over the past 20 years. The data reveals a gradual increase in publications. The searches were not restricted solely to published academic journals; ‘grey literature,’ including reports from intergovernmental organisations like the United Nations and the International Energy Agency, as well as government-published data such as Eurostat and HMRC data, online news articles, and market research reports, were also considered. For academic journals, the primary search engines utilised were Google Scholar, Web of Science, and Crossref. Beyond the comprehensive literature review study that presents factual information, the authors leveraged their extensive experience in the field to formulate and establish their informed opinions.

3. Hempcrete in building construction

3.1. General

Lime hemp concrete (hempcrete) is made using a mix of fluid phases (air and water) and solid phases (hemp shiv and binder). Achieving the correct mix design is crucial for its performance. The hemp stalks, also known as hemp straw, are put through a hammer mill or a decorticator to be broken down into small particles, with a maximum size of 40 ± 5 mm or even smaller. The typical binder used in this process is mainly hydrated lime, along with some pozzolanic material or a commercial hydraulic lime-based binder. For off-site casting, hempcrete is meticulously prepared in planetary or helical mixers to ensure proper mixing without forming lumps. For precast blocks, the mixture is poured into moulds and cured for a specific duration, generally 28–45 days, depending on the chosen mineral binder [33-35]. Two methods for constructing hempcrete on-site are pouring the mix into a form (wall, floor, roof, or other target areas) or spraying it using a projection process. However, both methods have limitations in compaction and maturation control. Proper compaction with a tamping rod or external compacting stresses is vital, as hemp shives have low density and do not self-compact. Although the low energy consumption in both in-situ and ex-situ manufacturing makes hempcrete an environmentally friendly choice, further research on developing self-compacting hempcrete may significantly reduce the carbon footprint of this material. Research on hemp concrete made through the projection process reveals inconsistent mechanical behaviour and material anisotropy [33]. However, modifying the process with lime slurry can lead to faster drying, but it requires skilled personnel (depending heavily on visual approximation) and has some drawbacks (material tends to favour a specific orientation, leading to more anisotropy) [35]. Despite its challenges, the projection process shows higher compressive strength in the direction perpendicular to the projection. While various manufacturing processes for hempcrete hold merit, the most suitable method depends on the building design and skeleton. In multi-storied structures with reinforced cement concrete or steel skeletons, prefabricated hemp concrete blocks or panels are preferred. However, for smaller structures, any form of hempcrete can be used. Notably, the infill density and thermal conductivity of hempcrete play vital roles in achieving desired results.

Beyond walls, hempcrete finds applications in roof insulation and flooring. Roof insulation requires lower density (200–250 kg/m³) and thermal conductivity, while flooring demands higher density (approx. 500 kg/m³). Walls and roof applications must meet minimum compressive strength and elastic modulus criteria for stability and performance. The following section 3.2 discusses hempcrete material characterisation, covering strength, hygrothermal, and durability characteristics. Understanding these factors is crucial to assess the suitability and applicability of hempcrete as a building construction material.

3.2. Hempcrete material properties

3.2.1. Binder compositions

When hemp is converted into a building material, hempcrete, it relies on an essential component known as the binder. The binder plays a crucial role in providing cohesion and strength to the hemp shives, ultimately shaping the overall performance of hempcrete structures. Lime-based binders have emerged as the preferred choice due to their abundance, low emissions during production, and compatibility with hemp shives [34]. Lime binders used in hempcrete can be categorised into two types: hydraulic lime and non-hydraulic lime (aka calcic limes). Hydraulic lime sets when exposed to water, forming stable calcium silica hydrates (C–S–H) and contributing to a permanent and hardened gel compound [36]. On the other hand, non-hydraulic limes harden slowly through carbonation, which involves the absorption of CO₂ from the atmosphere to form stable calcium carbonate. Hydrated lime, Ca(OH)₂, stands out as
the most common binding agent in hempcrete. Lime exhibits excellent hydraulicity, allowing it to harden and set in the presence of water. Lime’s high water absorption capacity poses advantages for hempcrete, as it prevents the inner parts of the composite from setting properly, ensuring proper curing and drying. To optimise the performance (enhance the strength and setting characteristics) of hempcrete, researchers have explored different binder compositions and lime’s reactivity with pozzolanic materials, such as fly ash, ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS), and metakaolin [34–37]. It has been observed that adding around 25% of hydraulic and pozzolanic content enhances the overall performance of hempcrete; however, lime shows better reactivity with GGBS and metakaolin than with other materials like pulverized fuel ash (PFA) [34]. To overcome limited reactivity, activators such as sodium sulphate (Na₂SO₄) and calcium chloride (CaCl₂) can be added to lime-PFA mixtures, promoting the formation of C-S-H, ettringite, and mono-sulpho-aluminate. These compounds significantly improve the early strength and 28-day strength of the hempcrete composite [34–38]. Apart from lime-based binders, researchers have explored alternative options to enhance the performance of hempcrete. One such notable binder is a patented composition consisting of magnesium oxide, magnesium sulphate or chloride solution, and a reactive vegetable protein [39]. This binder has demonstrated exceptional mechanical properties in hemp composites. Magnesium-based binders, including magnesium oxychloride cement and magnesium phosphate cement, have also shown promise in increasing the strength of hempcrete [40]. These binders exhibit higher compatibility with organic fillers compared to calcium binders, offering advantages in terms of setting time and compatibility with bio-based products. Despite receiving less attention than lime, magnesium-based binders have displayed excellent strength, fire resistance, and compatibility with organic aggregates [40,41].

3.2.2. Density

Hempcrete, comprised of hemp shives and binders, demonstrates density variations influenced by factors including the quantity and quality of materials, such as shiv size and porosity, the degree of compaction energy applied during construction, and the proportion of binder in the mixture. Unlike standardised construction materials like concrete, hempcrete exhibits significant density variations. The mass composition of the composites and alterations in the manufacturing process contribute to these variations. In the context of in-wall applications, the density of hempcrete can range from 400 to 500 kg/m³ when employing on-site pouring methods. However, utilising the spray method results in lower densities, typically falling within the range of 200–250 kg/m³ [42]. The compaction process plays a crucial role in determining the density of hempcrete. Several studies emphasise the importance of compaction, with Nguyen et al. demonstrating that well-compact hempcrete exhibits higher density. An increase in the compactness ratio from 0.52 to 0.60 results in an increase in density from 816 kg/m³ to 920 kg/m³ [43]. In addition, the spatial orientation of the hempcrete within the volume can influence its density [43]. This inherent variability necessitates a thorough understanding of the manufacturing processes and the parameters affecting density to achieve consistent and desired density levels. Density variations in hempcrete have implications for its thermal performance. Studies have demonstrated that for every 50 kg/m³ increase in density, the thermal conductivity of hempcrete rises by approximately 0.005 W/m.K [44].

3.2.3. Compressive strength

Compressive strength is a critical mechanical property to assess the structural performance of hempcrete. Murphy et al. [45] explored the mechanical properties of hemp concrete using commercial binders and hydrated calcitic lime. Their research revealed that composites made with commercial hydraulic binders displayed higher ultimate compressive strengths compared to those made with hydrated calcitic lime. For instance, specimens comprising 10% hemp and 90% commercial binder demonstrated approximately 5.5 times greater strength than equivalent specimens with 10% hemp and 90% calcitic lime binder [45]. Moreover, increasing the concentration of the binder in hemp concrete led to an enhancement in its compressive strength. This underscores the importance of binder composition in achieving higher strength properties. Similarly, Gigasova et al. [46] demonstrated that the use of alternative binders, such as a magnesium oxide-based cementitious binder, results in a compressive strength range of 1.86–6.94 MPa, depending on the days of hardening. The highest compressive strength value was achieved after 180 days of hardening. Compaction techniques were also identified as an important factor influencing compressive strength. Elfordy et al. [33] and Nguyen et al. [43] both noted that proper compaction can improve the mechanical strength of hempcrete. Elfordy et al. [33] observed a correlation between density, compressive strength, and compaction, highlighting that higher-density mixes exhibited higher compressive strengths, as depicted in Fig. 2, which illustrates the variation of compressive strength and hardness with density from their study. In addition to binder composition and compaction, the hemp content in the mixture has been examined for its effect on compressive strength. Increasing the volumetric hemp content beyond a 3:1 ratio did not significantly influence the compressive strength, as observed by O’Dowd and Quinn [47]. This implies that the hemp content can be adjusted within a certain range without compromising the material’s compressive strength significantly. However, it is important to note that the specific threshold for optimal hemp content may vary depending on other factors such as binder type, compaction techniques, and overall mixture proportions.

It is important to consider the limitations and differences between the studies that could contribute to variations in the findings of the researchers. Factors such as the use of different binders, variations in hemp content ratios, differences in hempcrete formulations, and variations in testing procedures can all contribute to the observed discrepancies. Moreover, the specific mechanical properties and characteristics of the hemp material itself can vary due to factors such as growing conditions, harvesting techniques, and processing methods, adding complexity to the interpretation of results. To advance the understanding and application of hempcrete in sustainable building construction, further research and development are necessary in particular on optimising binder compositions and considering the influence of other variables such as curing conditions and hemp shives gradations.

3.2.4. Flexural strength

A study conducted by Limecrete Products UK Limited [47], reported a flexural strength range of 0.30–0.40 MPa for their commercial hempcrete product. On the other hand, Sassoni et al. [39] examined hemp concrete’s flexural strength using a patented binder. Their findings showed that the flexural strength ranged from as low as 0.90 MPa to as high as 17.47 MPa, depending on the density, which ranged from 330 to 1280 kg/m³. It is worth mentioning that certain hemp composites in this study were formulated as substitutes for formaldehyde-bonded wood boards, making a direct comparison with regular hemp concrete somewhat challenging. Elfordy et al. [33] observed a positive correlation between density and flexural strength in lime-hemp composites, with a 45% increase noted for densities ranging from 430 to 607 kg/m³. On the contrary, the samples with high hemp content exhibited slower flexural strength development compared to low hemp specimens, possibly attributed to the formation of hydration products in hydraulic binder mixes. Murphy et al. [45] conducted a comprehensive investigation on the mechanical behaviour and flexural strength development of different hemp composites over a 90-day period. These composites were made using hydrated lime and commercial binder with hydraulic and pozzolanic additions, at varying volumetric lime-hemp proportions. The study revealed that increasing the binder content by 25%–50% led to a corresponding increase in flexural strength. This suggests a potential
contribution of lime-hemp bonds to the composite’s flexural strength. Notably, commercial hempcrete samples exhibited higher flexural strength compared to those made with 90% calcitic lime binder. In several investigations [48,49], researchers explored the influence of hemp fibres on the flexural strength of lime, cement, and gypsum binders. Unlike brittle composites, hempcrete exhibits gradual load reduction after reaching peak load due to the progressive failure of the matrix-fibre bonds.

3.2.5. Thermal and hygrothermal characteristics

Hempcrete exhibits unique thermal and hygrothermal properties, which have been extensively studied. One essential aspect is its thermal conductivity, which is influenced by various factors, including the density, direction of compaction and binder content of the hemp concrete. The anisotropic nature of hemp shives contributes to thermal conductivity variations, with up to 30% higher thermal conductivity in the direction perpendicular to compaction [50]. To show the relationship between the density and the thermal characteristics, Arnaud et al. [51] reported that the thermal conductivity of hemp concrete varies between 0.06 and 0.18 W/m.K for dry densities ranging from 200 to 800 kg/m$^3$. According to Nguyen et al. [43], the type of binder used in hemp concretes has minimal impact on their thermal properties. However, a study conducted by Sassoni et al. [39] showed that their proprietary binder has a thermal conductivity of 0.078 and 0.138 W/m.K for low density (330 kg/m$^3$) and medium density (640 kg/m$^3$) mixes, respectively. This indicates that as the amount of binder increases, so does the thermal conductivity.

The ability of hempcrete to regulate heat, moisture, and relative humidity makes it a promising material for green buildings. Hempcrete maintains a consistently high moisture diffusion coefficient and water vapour permeability of approximately $2.3 \times 10^{-11}$ kg/(Pa m s) across low to mid relative humidity, and it excels in moisture buffering with a value (MBV) of 2 g/(m2.%RH), surpassing conventional concrete [52]. Hempcrete is also known to have high thermal capacity as compared to conventional cement concrete. According to Evrard [53], hemp concrete has a specific heat capacity of about 1500 J/kg.K in a dry state and can go up to more than 2900 J/kg.K at about 99% relative humidity. In comparison, conventional cement concrete has a specific heat capacity of 800 J/kg.K to 1200 J/kg.K [54].

Hygrothermal performance is crucial for hempcrete’s application in different climatic conditions. Piot et al. [55] conducted a study on a hemp concrete wall under outdoor climatic conditions and found that the choice of exterior rendering influenced the overall dryness of the hempcrete wall. External coatings or plasters that absorb water can increase the thermal conductivity of hempcrete and pose durability issues due to the presence of ‘perennial wetness’ within the wall. Furthermore, Aulberg et al. [13] observed that the thermal transmittance (U-value) of hempcrete is directly related to its density and wall thickness as shown in Fig. 3. However, the density is primarily influenced by the compaction level during construction, while moisture content retained in the walls affects its thermal conductivity. Elevated relative humidity, associated with increased moisture content, might contribute to higher heat fluxes through the wall. This observation underscores the significance of tailoring hemp concrete compositions to align with the particular climate conditions of their application. Nevertheless, simply looking at U-values is not sufficient in evaluating the thermal efficiency of hemp-lime concrete, as they possess thermal inertia. This means they can retain and release heat over time. Therefore, it is crucial to take into account other dynamic features and Q24h, which measures the rate of heat transfer over a 24-h period. Furthermore, making hemp concrete that meets both low thermal diffusivity and high thermal diffusivity criteria is challenging. Layered hemp concrete walls can be a solution to adapt this material to different environments [56].

In some studies, researchers have tried to optimise the balance between thermal conductivity and strength as attempts to influence thermal conductivity may impact mechanical performance. A study [57] on hemp concrete with a silica sol (colloidal silicic acid) binder showed a thermal conductivity of 0.05 W/m.K, similar to hemp shives while preserving mechanical strength. The use of smaller particle-size hemp shives improves mechanical strength but has no effect on thermal conductivity [58].

3.2.6. Durability

The durability properties of hemp concrete have been extensively studied, revealing both strengths and areas of improvement. While it may exhibit poor resistance to freeze-thaw, hemp concrete shows promise in terms of resistance to salt exposure and biological deterioration. De Bruijn [59] examined the hemp concrete samples that underwent 25 cycles of freezing (−20 °C) and thawing (+20 °C). The study revealed that a cement-lime formulation initially provided the best mechanical results, but over time, a pure cement binder formulation delivered superior performance, indicating that the test contributed to
mechanical enhancement rather than deterioration. It demonstrates the dynamic nature of hemp concrete’s properties and the potential for improvement with the right binder selection and exposure. Walker et al. [60] conducted a study on hemp-lime concretes with different binder compositions, including lime, GGBS, and metakaolin, as well as commercial binders. They evaluated three key durability aspects: resistance to freeze-thaw, resistance to salt exposure, and resistance to biological deterioration. The results indicated that hempcrete showed poor resistance to freeze-thaw due to mass washout during the cycle, resulting in reduced compressive strength. However, it exhibited good resistance to sodium chloride salt exposure, as the large pores hindered crystalisation. Additionally, the absence of nutrients in hempcrete prevented microbial growth, leading to negligible biological deterioration. To enhance the strength and durability of lime-pozzolan binder-based hemp concretes, Walker et al. [60] suggested using additives.

A significant concern with vegetal materials is their natural decomposition. Hemp shives within the composite undergo mineralisation, resulting in the precipitation of calcium carbonate on individual fibres, following an alkaline degradation mechanism. This mineralisation renders hemp particles inert but also renders them brittle, less porous, and weak in tension [61]. In addition to the inherent natural decomposition of hemp shives caused by mineralisation, they are susceptible to biological growth, which can lead to subsequent damage. Hemp concrete’s resistance to termites remains an area requiring further research. Studies using hemp shives treated with mineral oxides showed that termites could traverse the material but did not survive long [33]. Piot et al. [55] conducted a year-long study of hempcrete walls exposed to outdoor conditions. They found mould growth beneath a hand-mixed exterior coating, contradicting Walker et al. [60], who reported that hempcrete is resistant to microbial attack due to the alkalinity of lime and favourable environmental conditions. However, attributing the resistance to microbial growth solely to lime alkalinity is questionable, as lime loses its alkalinity over time due to carbonation reaction [62].

Additionally, studies have employed thermogravimetric analysis to examine hemp concrete’s thermal decomposition phases before and after ageing [63]. Weathered hemp shives showed a slight increase in mass loss, indicating the degradation of dehydrated molecules. Ageing tests conducted by Marceau and Delannoy [61] involving wetting and drying cycles and full immersion and drying cycles revealed that hemp concrete with calcic lime binders experienced binder leaching and mass reduction, leading to a decrease in compressive strength. On the other hand, hydraulic binders exhibited improved compressive strength after cyclic wetting and drying. Baduge et al. [64] investigated the mechanical performance of hemp concrete with alkali-activated cenosphere binders at different temperatures, including room temperature, 300 °C, and 600 °C. The study demonstrated that alkali-activated cenosphere binders could be a viable long-term alternative to lime binders for hemp concrete. These findings emphasise the potential for further improvement in hemp concrete’s durability and performance with innovative binder formulations and temperature-resistant additives.

3.3. Hemcrete as a building component

3.3.1. Hemcrete wall

Hemcrete, a lightweight, low-density material, primarily used as a walling material, can be applied in different construction methods for insulation and thermal purposes. Hemp concrete walls can be cast in situ or precast into blocks and assembled on-site using conventional masonry, as shown in Fig. 4a for thermal insulation purposes. The blocks are stacked in a staggered pattern to create a continuous thermal barrier. However, caution should be taken by protecting the hemcrete walls from rain and dampness, through a roof overhang or plastering the walls with breathable materials like lime [65]. Hemcrete with a density ranging from 250 to 350 kg/m³ is commonly used to insulate exterior walls in low-rise constructions and has been used in curtain walls for larger projects [39,67].

While it cannot be used for load-bearing construction on its own, when combined with a structural wooden frame (consisting of a plinth built on the foundation at the base of the wall), hemcrete proves to be a valuable material for sustainable and energy-efficient building applications. The use of hemcrete resulted in a notable 45% reduction in energy consumption compared to cellular concrete [66]. The frame can be cast centrally, exposed, or as a double frame. A central frame evenly distributes the weight of hemcrete around the frames, providing stable structural support and protection against moisture and insect attacks. An exposed frame flush with the wall’s internal or external face is used in conjunction with horizontal rails for lateral resistance due to the uneven weight distribution of hemcrete. Double frames are employed for permanent external and internal cladding, using an exposed frame for structural support and a non-load-bearing frame for cladding fixation [65].

3.3.2. Building blocks

Hemcrete blocks are easy to use, fit within a structural frame, and speed up the construction process while reducing wastage on site.

Fig. 4. Hemcrete blocks as an insulation layer (a) for load-bearing masonry and (b) over concrete floor slab (Image courtesy: IsoHemp).
However, due to their poor compressive strength, they require a structural frame for support (as mentioned in section 3.3.1) and are best suited for internal wall construction or applications requiring better acoustic performance. On the other hand, recent developments [65,67] have shown increased interest in pre-cast hempcrete blocks, which offer advantages such as controlled compaction, consistent mechanical strength, and freedom from seasonal constraints during construction. Innovations, such as physical interlocking, facilitate mortar-free block stacking (i.e., dry-stacked) [68]. Biosys hempcrete blocks [69], developed by the French company Vicat, serve as a notable example of this advancement. However, the airtightness of the process is achieved through the application of external plaster layer or an internal sealant, depending on project needs and aesthetics [70]. These blocks can be rapidly used and may serve partially load-bearing applications. However, some drawbacks include the need for specialised machinery, higher production costs, thermal bridge formation due to mortar joints, and challenges related to transportation from the manufacturing unit to the construction site.

### 3.3.3. Roofing

Hempcrete can also be used as a roofing material due to its numerous benefits. It can be easily incorporated into flat ceilings or gently packed into vaulted roof assemblies. Embracing hempcrete as roof insulation also presents additional advantages, such as its ability to deter pests, ensuring a long-lasting, pest-free environment [65]. Additionally, hempcrete demonstrates effective moisture resistance, providing an added layer of protection and durability compared to traditional insulations [66]. Its design requires a one-inch breathable space between the hempcrete and the sheeting material, whether it’s plywood or eco-friendly hemp board. One key consideration in using hempcrete for roofs is to ensure the thickness aligns perfectly with the rafters’ height. To serve as roof insulation, hempcrete with a density ranging from 200 to 250 kg/m³ is recommended. It possesses notable characteristics, being durable and able to withstand harsh weather conditions without requiring additional finishes. Additionally, it exhibits fire-resistant properties [55–61,63–66].

### 3.3.4. Flooring

Hempcrete is being used in construction for flooring insulation as well. Its density range of 375–500 kg/m³ provides sufficient thermal properties when placed underneath floor slabs on a stable base, acting as a vapour barrier [66]. Hempcrete offers numerous advantages for flooring in construction, driving its growing popularity. Notably, it reduces construction costs and promotes energy efficiency, making it an attractive choice for environmentally conscious projects [65,66]. However, the energy and insulation performance of a building depends on factors beyond the insulating material alone. Building size, insulation levels, heating and cooling systems, and occupant behaviour collectively influence energy performance [71]. The use of hemp blocks provides impressive compressive strength, appealing to architects and designers for floor insulation. Its installation process is quick and straightforward, allowing for technical flexibility with underfloor heating and ducts. Floor insulation with hempcrete over the concrete floor slab is shown in Fig. 4b. The material’s easy-cutting capabilities enable seamless customisation for various floor plans. One remarkable aspect is its rapid installation, where an entire building can be insulated with hemp blocks in just a few hours. The result is a durable, settled-free floor insulation that upholds sustainability principles.

### 3.4. Notable hempcrete projects in the UK

In the realm of UK construction, hempcrete projects have emerged as promising endeavours, albeit not without their share of challenges, including supply chain issues, scalability, and cost concerns [72–74]. Despite these obstacles, notable projects across the country exemplify the successful integration and applicability of hempcrete alongside sustainable features, showcasing significant advancements in energy performance and carbon credentials [75–80].

One such project is Greencore Construction’s sustainable residential development in Oxfordshire, featuring 25 houses ranging from 102 m² to 383 m², exceeding Passivhaus energy standards [75,79]. While this initiative is significant, it faces limitations in large-scale production due to expensive machinery and distribution challenges. Currently, hempcrete remains a costly and scarce material, exacerbated by elevated insurance premiums due to its ‘non-standard’ classification [76].

Similarly, the Adnams Warehousing and Distribution Centre in Reydon, Suffolk Coastal, stands out as a pioneering sustainable building in the UK, achieving a BREEAM ‘excellent’ rating [73,74]. Notable features include Britain’s largest sedum roof, spanning 0.6 ha, with thermal performance saving £49,000 annually (based on 2006 fuel prices) [73]. The building stands out for its use of lime/hemp construction for all walls, with over 90,000 blocks – the UK’s largest application of this material. Hemp’s qualities result in an impressive U-value of 0.18 W/m²K, exceeding the standard 0.35 W/m²K.

Moreover, the Bright Building at the University of Bradford serves as a remarkable example of sustainable construction (see Fig. 5), achieving the highest BREEAM rating ever awarded to an educational building [77]. Its incorporation of 450 mm thick monolithic hemp walls underscores the potential of hempcrete in enhancing energy efficiency and reducing carbon emissions. Utilising mainly natural or recycled materials, the Bright Building features 450 mm thick monolithic hemp walls, making it the world’s largest monolithic hemp structure. These walls absorb over 50 tonnes of CO₂, minimising the building’s carbon footprint [77]. Achieving the required airtightness (ACH50 of 1.5) with porous hempcrete was a challenge, addressed by adding an airtight barrier using multi-pro build [78].

On the other hand, the North Yorkshire Radical Retrofit project focuses on hempcrete and bio-based materials for renovating an 18th-century Yorkshire stone barn and a 1990s sandstone/limestone-clad concrete block extension [80]. By leveraging bio-based materials, this initiative significantly improves energy performance while supporting the British bio-based material industry. Hempcrete was locally sourced from Yorkshire, insulating both new and existing structures. Internal insulation applied hempcrete to original rubble stone walls, with a 400 mm thick cast hempcrete layer for the 1990 extension.

### 4. Hemp fibre in highway construction

The use of hemp fibres to reinforce asphalt mixtures for roads surfacing have gained research interest in recent years as a naturally-sourced reinforcement material. This is attributed to its potential benefits in improving asphalt pavements performance by increasing tensile strength of asphalt mixtures, reducing rutting and permanent deformations, and increasing resistance to fatigue cracking. Other potential benefits for the use of hemp fibre in road making industry is its low-cost, low-density, non-abrasive properties and good thermal stability. Hemp fibre-reinforced pavement is expected to have a lower materials and construction cost than synthetic polymer fibre-modified pavement, as the latter can have a 10% increase in cost with overall improvement in the cracking and rutting of 35% and 32%, respectively [81].

The study by Kessal et al. [82], which involved the use of date palm fibres in roller-compacted concrete (RCC) pavements, suggests that hemp fibre holds strong potential in RCC reinforcement. With its high tensile strength (around 376 MPa), hemp fibre can enhance the fracture performance and durability of RCC pavements by improving interfacial bonding among its components. Researchers have also explored the potential of using 0.8% by weight of NaOH-treated hemp fibre combined with alkali activator (slag and fly ash) to stabilise and reinforce expansive soils in pavement subgrades [83], reporting improved compressive strength, tensile cracking resistance, and interlocking density.

This section summarises findings on hemp fibre incorporation in
asphalt pavements, its properties, treatment methods, mixing procedure, testing program, reinforcement mechanism, and mechanical performance.

4.1. Hemp fibre properties

The purpose of incorporating fibres into asphalt is usually to target a specific problem in the asphalt mixture. According to Wu et al. [84], this could be addressing the drain down of asphalt from the gap-graded and open-graded mixture and increasing their tensile strength; whereas in dense-graded mixtures, enhancing their overall rutting and fatigue resistance. Some fibres can serve a specific purpose, such as increasing thermal conduction to enable self-healing when using steel fibres. Plant fibres, distinct from mineral, animal, and synthetic counterparts, offer high-temperature stability, low specific gravity (0.45–1.43), and diverse diameters (4–600 μm), and lengths spanning 1–40 mm. Despite a high moisture content (below 14%) and relatively low modulus of elasticity (3.5–30.23 GPa), when compared to steel fibres (modulus of elasticity: 140–820 GPa), plant fibres display a tensile strength of 70.6–900 MPa and ductility ranging from 2.3 to 25%.

Hemp fibre is a plant-based fibre of approximate tensile strength of 310–750 MPa, Young’s modulus of 30–60 GPa, fibre lengths ranging from 8.3 to 14 mm with an ultimate diameter of 17–23 μm and density of 1400–1500 kg/m³ [84–86]. The natural surface anomaly and high surface area of the hemp fibre can provide extra grip with the mastic and increase the overall stability and tensile strength of mixture. Ramesh and Bhoopathi [87] outlined hemp fibre properties and chemical composition and explained the impact of different surface modification and fabrication methods on the fibre’s mechanical properties and chemical makeup.

Hemp fibres can retain a natural moisture content of 12% [85]. This hydrophilicity can be problematic for hemp-fibre reinforced asphalt pavements as it can cause moisture damage in bituminous binders and biodegrade the fibre within the asphalt matrix when exposed to various moisture conditions in the field. There are several chemical modification or treatment methods that can be used to reduce the hydrophilicity and biodegradability of hemp fibre before blending with asphalt mixtures, such as mercerisation, acetylatin and silylation [88], with more than one modification method can be used at the same time. The surface of hemp fibre can also be treated by graphite oxide (GO) to reduce degradation due to exposure to a harmful alkaline environment, as GO has selective permeability to ions [89]. This treatment can be potentially useful in cold mix asphalt reinforced with hemp fibre where alkaline activators, such as cement, are used in bitumen emulsions to achieve full strength in a shorter time.

Understanding hemp fibres’ thermal stability before adding them to asphalt is crucial. Natural fibres can lose up to 10% tensile strength when heated to hot mix asphalt (HMA) plant temperature [90]. However, imposing ageing through indirect ageing tests like thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and controlled-temperature oven on the fibre alone before asphalt mixing may not accurately represent the ageing behaviour of fibre in fibre-asphalt composite during plant blending and laying. Herráiz et al. [91] noted that testing fibres individually might underestimate their properties compared to testing within the asphalt mixture. This requires finding a reliable material property within hemp fibre to truly represent and assess performance irrespective of the testing method.

To accurately compare various findings, it’s crucial to consider that research used hemp fibre in asphalt pavement applications involves varied sourcing and treatments. For instance, Buritatum et al. [92] used Thai hemp threads (shown in Fig. 6a), subjecting them to boiling (at 100 °C) and additives (carbon agents, fungicides, moisture repellents, and UV protection agents). The resulting thread had a tensile strength of 10.21 N and a moisture content of 6.76%. In contrast, Suardana et al. [93] tested hemp fibre (shown in Fig. 6b) from Hubei province, China, involving cleaning, sterilisation by boiling, rinsing, and oven drying at 70 °C. The originally 2500 mm long fibres were later cut into 5–10 mm lengths.

The high specific surface area and rough surface of some natural fibres, including hemp fibre [88], can have the same effect as fine fillers in the asphalt matrix [84], which would increase the optimal bitumen content. However, the high surface area of hemp fibre is a double-edged sword, this property can be beneficial for open-graded friction course asphalt or stone mastic asphalt (SMA) due to its ability to stabilise the mixture and prevent binder drain down due to the lack of fillers in the matrix while increasing the tensile strength [94]. Therefore, it is important to determine the fibre’s surface or absorption rate.

4.2. Inclusion of hemp fibre into asphalt mixtures

Hemp fibre can be incorporated into asphalt pavements through three methods: using a woven geo-grid to enhance tensile strength, employing randomly oriented yarn for better viscosity and cohesion at high temperatures, or adding fibres as fillers with relatively short lengths. The second method, fibre reinforcement, is extensively researched. The distribution of asphalt-fibre phases and substrate penetration significantly influences the tensile properties of the resulting composite [90]. Without proper treatment of hemp yarns, maintaining desirable air voids content in asphalt mixtures becomes challenging, leading to issues such as rigid binder-coated fibre structures and fibre agglomeration [88–94], particularly at higher fibre content or length.

Two methods, dry and wet, are used to incorporate fibres (synthetic or natural) into mixtures. In the dry method, fibres are added to the aggregate before plant mixing, while the wet method involves blending fibres with bitumen before introducing the blend to the aggregate.

Fig. 5. Bright Building, the world’s largest monolithic hempcrete building (Image courtesy: Future Constructor & Architect).
The wet method is suitable for fibres that can melt into the asphalt matrix to form a homogeneous mastic, making it ideal for polymer-based fibres. Plant-based fibres, like hemp, are better suited for the dry method. The mechanism of fibre reinforcement depends on its length relative to the maximum aggregate size. Smaller lengths act as binder modifiers or fillers, similar lengths reinforce tensile strength, and greater lengths influence larger-scale fracture behaviour in mixtures. In fibre-reinforced asphalt, agglomeration is a concern. The gradual addition to asphalt mixtures and 5-min blending prevents short-fibre agglomeration, but long fibres (16–20 mm) in high fibre content (0.4% or 0.5%) suffered from agglomeration with this mixing technique [84–96].

Determining the optimal fibre dosage in asphalt depends on mixture design, fibre type, and length. For open or gap-graded mixes, the ideal dosage is typically 0.2–0.5% by weight. Delgado and Arnaud [93] favour 50 mm fibres at 0.4%, while Buritatum et al. [92] found success with 0.05% hemp fibres at 24 mm, and emphasised the impact of fibre length on binder and air void contents.

4.3. Performance of hemp-fibre reinforced asphalt mixtures

There are indirect indicators to predict the impact of fibre-reinforcement on the mechanical performance of asphalt mixtures according to the geometry of the fibre, strength, and fibre-mastic interface behaviour. These methods borrow composite materials theories such as “Equal-cross section” theory and “Slippage” theory. These methods are mainly used for polymer or synthetic fibres due to the consistent uniform geometry of the synthetic fibre units but not as effective for natural fibres due to their complex surface morphology and absorption characteristics compared to steel, polymer, glass, or stone-based fibres [95].

Binder-level standard testing procedures (such as rotational viscosity, dynamic shear rheometer, bending beam rheometer, rotational thin film oven, pressurise ageing vessel, etc.) are not suitable for mastics or binders reinforced with hemp fibre; this is due to the large size of fibres which can yield inaccurate results, evident by lack of literature using these tests for fibre-reinforced asphalt binders. Therefore, most researchers used mixture-level standard tests to determine the impact of fibre-reinforcement on the mechanical performance of the mixture [81, 84,90,91]. Conventional mixture testing (e.g., wheel tracking test, 4-point bending fatigue test, etc.) should be used with care. Fibres and bitumen behave differently when exposed to moisture, and thus plant-based fibres have different durability and moisture susceptibility that of bituminous mixtures [91,94]. Therefore, whether the experimental ageing and moisture simulation for fibre-reinforced mixtures is a true representation of what happens to these mixtures in the field is still questionable with the lack of field case studies. Nonetheless, the durability performance for plant-based fibres is promising. Jia et al. [97] conducted comprehensive short-term and long-term experimental ageing tests on bamboo-modified asphalt mixtures. In comparison to polymer fibre-modified and conventional asphalt pavements, the bamboo fibre-modified asphalt pavement demonstrated enhanced viscoelastic properties and improved fatigue performance, particularly over the long term.

Researchers have reported conflicting experimental results upon the inclusion of hemp fibre in asphalt mixtures. Delgado and Arnaud [96] reported a reduction in complex modulus and phase angle, alongside improved flexibility and fatigue life, through tension-compression mode complex modulus tests at different temperatures and frequencies. Additionally, a decrease in energy dissipation was noted using an ultrasound P-waves propagation device during the fatigue test. Buritatum et al. [92] carried out experimental testing on 100% reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) mixtures modified with hemp fibre and concluded that the usage of Hemp fibre modified RAP is suitable for low-traffic volume roads.

Understanding the reinforcement and failure mechanisms of hemp fibre-reinforced asphalt pavement is crucial to improve its design, field longevity and performance. One method to explain the reinforcement mechanism of fibre within asphalt mixture is by observing failure patterns. There are three failure patterns, suggested by Park et al. [98] for steel fibres reinforced asphalt: interface failure (failure due to the debonding of binder-fibre phases), matrix failure (occurs within the binder phase), and fibre fracture (occurs within the fibre phase). The reinforcement mechanism within the mastic phase (bitumen, fibre and fillers) was modelled numerically using linear elastic model of the fibre phase [99,100]. An elastic modulus of 100 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.15 were chosen for the fibre represented by replacing filler elements of 50 GPa elastic modulus and 0.25 Poisson’s ratio within the mastic matrix. The model considers axial stress loading and assumes a perfect bonding [100]. The elastic linear model was used to represent basalt fibres, but the model may not apply to plant-based fibres with inherent flexibility.

Shanbara et al. [101] incorporated hemp fibre of 14 mm lengths and 0.35% content into cold mix asphalt (CMA) and reported an improved indirect tensile stiffness, higher rutting resistance at high temperatures and better water resistance. Additionally, a 3D Finite Element FE model was used to predict the deformations in jute and coir fibre-reinforced CMA [102].

Gallo and Valentin [94] recommended using hemp and flax fibres in yarn form for Stone Mastic Asphalt (SMA) and porous asphalt mixes to enhance bonding and prevent binder drain down. This recommendation is based on thermal stability tests on various natural fibres, evaluating their workability, dispersion potential in aggregate, and tensile strength. Testing involved 40–60 mm long yarn samples, chosen for superior tensile strength and workability compared to single fibres. The key findings for hemp fibre use in highway construction is summarised in Fig. 7.

5. Sustainability impact of hemp use in construction

5.1. Environmental impact

The technical discussions in sections 3 and 4 have highlighted the
emissions associated with its production, transportation, and installation are lower than the amount of carbon dioxide absorbed during hemp growth (biogenic uptake) and the carbonation process when it’s used as a building material (see Fig. 8).

Hemp plants naturally absorb CO$_2$ from the atmosphere through photosynthesis during their growth. The net amount of CO$_2$ sequestered in this process depends on various factors, including crop yields and agricultural practices. The European Industrial Hemp Association reported the area under hemp cultivation in the European Union (EU) in the past decade reached 18,000 ha with an average yield of dry hemp stalks of approximately 6 tonnes/ha [104], corroborated by Van-der-Werf [105] citing French studies with yields of 6.7 tonnes/ha. Additionally, hemp yields in the UK ranged from 6 to 9 tonnes/ha [106]. Almost 5% of cultivated hemp is used in the building sector [95].

Shea et al. [107] suggested that 1.5–2.1 kg of CO$_2$ could be sequestered during the growth of hemp plants required for 1 kg of hemp shives, a process supported by Bevan and Woodley [14], who stated that 1.84 kg of CO$_2$ is locked up for every kg of processed hemp shiv through photosynthesis. However, some of this sequestration may be offset by emissions from activities like seed and fertiliser production and machinery use, but these emissions are relatively low, not exceeding 0.19 kg of CO$_2$ per kg of hemp shives [17]. Additionally, the energy demand for hemp production is notably lower (11,400 MJ/ha), approximately half that of similar crops [16]. Major fuel consumption in hemp cultivation is attributed to activities such as ploughing, harrowing, seed drilling, and baling. The total diesel fuel used for these operations per hectare does not exceed 55 L [16]. Implementing agricultural practices such as crop rotation and organic farming, as suggested by Ingrao et al. [108], can further reduce the environmental footprint of hemp cultivation.

When hemp is combined with a binder to create a matrix, it continues to absorb CO$_2$ through a process called carbonation. Bevan and Woodley [14] estimated that 1 m$^3$ of hempcrete wall could sequester over 100 kg of CO$_2$, while Jami et al. [109] suggested that this sequestration could reach up to 308 kg of CO$_2$ per m$^3$. Ip and Miller [16] conducted a life cycle analysis and found that a 0.3 m$^3$ (1 m x 1 m x 0.3 m) functional hemp-lime wall could sequester 82.71 kg of CO$_2$, with only 46.43 kg of CO$_2$ emitted during its entire production, including construction, resulting in a net carbon-negative material (negative 36.08 kg CO$_2$). A similar finding was reported by Arrigoni et al. [15], who observed negative 48.36 kg CO$_2 eq$ GHG emissions from a 1 m$^3$ functional unit. Generally, we can consider hempcrete to have a range of functional uses as a building material (see Fig. 8).
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Fig. 7. Summary of findings for hemp-fibre use in the highways industry.

Fig. 8. Net negative carbon balance of hempcrete wall [15].

I.B. Muhit et al.
friendly and low-carbon binder can substantially cut down emissions, it’s important to bear in mind that this choice may also have implications for the carbonation and sequestration processes. Therefore, further research is needed to optimise the use of alternative binders and understand their environmental benefits.

5.2. Macroeconomic impact

Investments in green building reached USD 423 billion out of the total USD 5 trillion spent on building construction in 2017, constituting 8% of the overall investment. The anticipated investment potential for the green building supply chain is projected to soar to USD 24.7 trillion by 2030 [112]. Investing in sustainably constructed properties holds substantial promise for positively impacting macroeconomic indicators [113].

Hemp fibre investment has the potential to generate added value throughout the entire supply chain, spanning both agricultural and industrial sectors. In the agricultural sector, this value manifests through activities such as planting, harvesting, and post-harvest processes, aiming to create new income sources for farmers. The industrial value added of hemp-based material encompasses the entire production process, from converting hemp to concrete/asphalt, manufacturing, to its subsequent use in construction. The value added across the supply chain directly and indirectly contributes to the GDP [113]. It is well known that GDP serves as a widely recognised and fundamental indicator of economic progress, representing the monetary measure of the market value for all final goods and services [114]. However, as hemp-based construction materials can serve as either a full or partial substitute for conventional materials such as concrete and mineral wool, an anticipated decline in domestic concrete or insulation material production may lead to a lower GDP. Presumably, the industrial value added by hemp-based material could counterbalance the potential decline in GDP within the conventional material sector. However, for instance, if hempcrete contributes to a reduction in concrete imports, the overall impact on GDP could be positive. Moreover, the value added from the hempcrete business has the potential for reinvestment in the industry, strengthening hempcrete production (see Fig. 9).

Beyond supply-side factors like investment and GDP, another crucial macroeconomic dimension associated with hemp-based material development is the demand side. The demand for hemp-based construction material is derived from the demand for housing and building construction, primarily influenced by population, urbanisation, and GDP as key drivers [115]. Consequently, the demand for energy rises due to the increased need for housing. Hempcrete-built constructions can enhance energy efficiency, mitigating the corresponding rise in energy demand through improved insulation as detailed in section 3.2.5.

From a macroeconomic standpoint, improving energy efficiency holds the potential to alleviate energy poverty and enhance energy access. In the UK, households have been grappling with significant energy poverty since the summer of 2021, driven by escalating fuel costs. Estimates suggest that 18 million households, constituting 66% of total households, will be in fuel poverty [116]. Hempcrete also has the capacity to fortify energy security by reducing energy demand and lessening dependence on imports [117].

5.3. Socioeconomic impact

Socioeconomic impact aims to identify the impacts of human actions on people, facilitating informed planning and decision-making that considers the diverse needs of social groups [118]. Accordingly, the socioeconomic impact of hemp-based construction materials seeks to explore and evaluate the potential economic, social, and well-being impact of hemp development (see Fig. 9).

Economic impact refers to the creation of value added for producers through new investment in the hemp supply chain. This impact also encompasses potential reduction in energy costs and improving family budgets achieved by bolstering insulation and energy saving advantages of hemp constructed buildings.

Social impact constitutes improving societal well-being by providing non-monetised surpluses for communities such as mitigating emission reduction and improving the environment [119,120]. The substitution of conventional cement, which contains a significant carbon footprint, with hempcrete offers climate change mitigation benefits. Additionally, the reduction in cement usage for construction contributes to lower industrial waste, positively impacting public health.

Hemp-based construction material has the potential to empower society by generating direct, indirect, and induced jobs and skills at both local and national levels. The capacity of investment to offer indirect and induced jobs is called the “employment multiplier” and varies between 0 and 1 [121]. Higher multipliers represent a higher capacity of investment to offer indirect and induced jobs. Although no specific employment multiplier is available for hempcrete, research on building renovation suggests multipliers ranging from 2.5 to 2.9 [122].

Employment opportunities play a crucial role in mitigating socioeconomic disparities, emphasising the need for job creation in less-developed regions to address unemployment disparities [123]. Additionally, the development of hemp production can empower local communities by providing employment, fostering new skills, and generating income. Employment brings invaluable social benefits beyond wages, impacting life satisfaction, and mitigating the negative impact of unemployment on social and mental health [124–126].

5.4. Technoeconomic challenges

This section aims to introduce a suitable framework for conducting technoeconomic analysis and addressing pertinent challenges. However, it is important to note that the results of such analysis can differ between projects and countries. Technoeconomic challenges in hemp construction material production involve uncertainties in supply chain costs, spanning from hemp farming to hempcrete block manufacturing and their final use in building or pavement construction.

The cost of hemp concrete blocks includes both CAPEX (capital
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rates increase property costs, reducing the WTP for sustainable property. [130] Consumer incentives are influenced by mortgage rates; higher fluctuations [128, 129]. Green value tends to be underestimated during a consideration of discounted cash flow, investment costs, and housing market developments. A cost-effectiveness evaluation is crucial for considering hempcrete as a feasible option [127]. From the consumer standpoint, incremental cost includes the extra initial expense of purchasing or renting a hempcrete-built house, with the incremental benefit of potential energy bill reduction. The technical efficiency of hempcrete influences the willingness to pay (WTP) for sustainable properties. The market value of sustainable properties must balance profitability for developers and consumer incentives. This value, known as green value, considers discounted cash flow, investment costs, and housing market fluctuations [128, 129]. Green value tends to be underestimated during a housing market downturn and fair or overestimated during a boom [130]. Consumer incentives are influenced by mortgage rates; higher rates increase property costs, reducing the WTP for sustainable property.

In hempcrete development, an economic challenge is the lack of a well-defined, sustainable, and equitable business model (BM) supporting a coherent supply chain [131–133]. BMs involve market actors conducting activities to deliver value, emphasizing a systems perspective for sustainability, feasibility, and affordability [132]. Effective BMs bring together various parties, coordinating efforts and allocating finite resources for hempcrete development, improving cash flow structures for all market actors, addressing CAPEX and OPEX, and aligning revenue with BMs [30].

6. Conclusions

The current study conducts a holistic, comprehensive examination of the characteristics of hemp fibre and hempcrete as construction materials, delving into their suitability for building and highway applications. It also discusses their mechanical and energy performances. Recent advancements in utilising hempcrete in the UK construction industry, in the form of case studies, are addressed. The sustainability of hemp fibre-based construction materials is also analysed, evaluating their environmental, macroeconomic, and socioeconomic impacts. Eventually, the study identifies existing research gaps and techniques in hempcrete materials and uncertainties of this bio-based material. The specific conclusions drawn from this study are summarised as follows.

• Hempcrete manufacturing requires low energy consumption, making it an environmentally friendly choice. Compaction techniques used in the manufacturing of hempcrete are important factors influencing energy usage, thermal performance, density, and thus, the compressive and flexural strengths of the resulting product.
• The binder in hempcrete plays a crucial role in providing strength to the hemp shives, ultimately shaping the overall performance of hempcrete structures. Increasing binder content would lead to a corresponding increase in flexural strength. Lime-based binders have emerged as the preferred choice due to their abundance, low emissions during production, and compatibility with hemp shives. However, over-three-quarters of the greenhouse gas emissions linked to hempcrete are attributed to the binder utilised during its production.

• The key material characteristics to determine the hempcrete’s suitability for different applications (e.g., wall units, building blocks, roofs, and floors) are density and binder content.
• A significant concern with usage of vegetal materials, including hemp fibres, in construction application is their natural decomposition.
• The sustainability of incorporating hemp-fibre reinforcement in road manufacturing lies in its potential to facilitate the usage of eco-friendly asphalt mixtures like CMA, SMA, RCC, and porous asphalt mixes, as opposed to conventional HMA. Hemp fibres can address weaknesses in these mixtures, such as inadequate tensile strength and binder drain-down.
• Hemp fibre could be more favoured in the highways industry over synthetic fibres in the longer term due to its comparatively low production cost, surface anomaly, high surface area, and light environmental impact.
• Investing in hemp-based construction materials poses challenges due to uncertainties in supply chain production costs and subsequent incremental costs and benefits.
• The results suggest that investing in innovative sustainable construction materials can complement a diverse socio-economic benefit, including job creation, improved energy access, and enhanced societal health and well-being. The introduction of hemp-based construction materials, as part of the greater shift towards greener construction, could impact the macroeconomy by contributing to sector value-added, GDP, and energy security.

Therefore, based on above conclusion, the future research directions can include developing self-compacting hempcrete to decrease carbon footprint of this material while solving the issue of inconsistent densities; optimising the use of alternative binders to replace lime and understand their environmental benefits and; considering the influence of other variables such as curing conditions and hemp shives gradations. Additionally, hemp’s resistance to termites remains an area requiring further research. In terms of asphalt pavement industry, focusing efforts understanding of reinforcement and failure mechanisms of hemp fibre-reinforced asphalt pavement is crucial to improve their design, longevity and performance. Furthermore, hemp fibre and bitumen behave differently when exposed to moisture, and thus, there is room for introducing experimental ageing and moisture simulation testing for fibre-reinforced mixtures and binders to truly appreciate their performance under field conditions and improve the mixture’s design and fibres’ resistivity to moisture.

From the consumer’s perspective, uncertainties arise when evaluating the advantages of hemp-constructed buildings, such as enhanced insulation and energy savings. The key question is whether these benefits can offset associated capital costs. Developing a sustainable business model for hemp-based construction materials can address these challenges and streamline their usage. Thus, accurately assessing the improved insulation benefits in hemp-constructed buildings is crucial for enhancing its techno-economic prospect.
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